
 

New tech aims to tackle 'disseminated
intravascular coagulation' blood disorder
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Researchers have developed a new tool for addressing disseminated
intravascular coagulation (DIC) – a blood disorder that proves fatal in
many patients. The technology has not yet entered clinical trials, but in
vivo studies using rat models and in vitro models using blood from DIC
patients highlight the tech's potential.
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"DIC basically causes too much clotting and too much bleeding at the
same time," says Ashley Brown, corresponding author of a paper on the
work. "Small blood clots can form throughout the circulatory system,
often causing organ damage. And because this taxes the body's supply of
clotting factors, patients also experience excess bleeding. Depending on
the severity of DIC, between 40% and 78% of patients with DIC die.

"DIC is associated with a number of other conditions, such as sepsis and
cancer—and it is very difficult to treat," adds Brown, who is an assistant
professor in the Joint Department of Biomedical Engineering at North
Carolina State University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. "Doctors often focus on trying to treat underlying condition. But if
the DIC is bad, doctors face a dilemma: if they treat the bleeding, they'll
make the clotting worse; if they treat the clotting, they'll make the
bleeding worse. Our goal is to find a clinical intervention that addresses
this dilemma. And our results so far are promising."

Brown and her collaborators have developed a technique that makes use
of nanogel spheres. The spheres are engineered to bind to a protein
called fibrin, which is the main protein found in blood clots. As a result,
the spheres will travel through the bloodstream until they reach a blood
clot, at which point they will stick to the fibrin in the clot.

These nanospheres are about 250 nanometers in diameter and are
porous. In this case, the researchers have loaded the nanospheres with
tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA) – a drug that breaks down clots.

"Based on in vitro testing and testing in a rat model, we found that where
you have pre-formed clots (not active bleeding) that the tPA spheres
stick to fibrin and break up the clots," says Emily Mihalko, first author
of the paper and a Ph.D. candidate in the joint biomedical engineering
department. "Breaking up these clots also releases other clot constituents,
such as platelets, which evidence suggests may be re-recruited by the
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body at active clotting sites (i.e., places where there was actually
bleeding)."

In one study, the researchers evaluated the use of the tPA and targeted
nanospheres in a rat model involving DIC that stems from sepsis. In that
study, the researchers found that delivering tPA via the targeted
nanospheres eliminated 91 and 93% of the clots found in the heart and
lung respectively, and 77% of the clots found in the liver and kidneys.

"We also did in vitro testing using blood plasma from patients with DIC,
and found similarly promising results," Brown says.

"We are currently exploring different dosages in the animal model,"
Mihalko says. "And are doing work to better understand how the
particles are distributed in the body and how long it takes before they are
cleared by the body—which is important information for addressing
safety considerations prior to any clinical trials."

The researchers note that it is too early to put a price tag on any potential
treatments that make use of the technology. However, they note that the
targeted nanogels mean that treatment would likely involve using smaller
doses of tPA than are currently in clinical use.

"The cost of the creating the targeted nanospheres would likely offset
the savings from using less tPA, so we suspect it may be comparable to
the cost of conventional tPA therapies," Brown says.

The paper, "Fibrin-modulating nanogels for treatment of disseminated
intravascular coagulation," appears in the journal Blood Advances.

  More information: Emily P. Mihalko et al. Fibrin-modulating
nanogels for treatment of disseminated intravascular coagulation, Blood
Advances (2021). DOI: 10.1182/bloodadvances.2020003046
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